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reland’s international insurance and reinsurance 
industry is in the throes of celebrating its 25th 
year. This landmark anniversary has given us op-

portunities to mark its success – earlier this year I 
joined a number of senior representatives to plant 
25 Irish oaks trees in Dublin’s Phoenix Park to com-
memorate this milestone year – and it is also an op-
portunity to reflect on what has been achieved to 
date, and what the future may hold.

International financial services are of very great importance to the Irish economy, 
and could be characterised as one of the unremarked contributors to Ireland’s 
economic development since the 1980s. Insurance and reinsurance fit even more 
squarely into that category than other parts of the financial services industry. Yet 
they have proven resistant to the pressures that Ireland’s recent economic upheaval 
have impressed on other industries, and, indeed, we are seeing the next wave of 
development as new companies and structures are currently entering the industry. 
This is due in no short measure to the talent and expertise of Irish people, which is 
reflected as the IFSC continues to evolve as a product creator as well as a solutions 
provider in a cost-competitive, efficient manner.

It is important that financial services activity does not become concentrated in a 
small number of large countries, particularly in the European context. Therefore, the 
wider community benefits from Ireland hosting the second largest concentration of 
reinsurance companies in Europe, while Dublin is recognised as a global leader in 
financial services due to the breadth and depth of the activities which take place 
in the city.

Innovation and vision have enabled the international (re)insurance industry in Ire-
land to evolve into one of the largest European – and indeed global – centres for 
this business. And it is these virtues which will ensure that the industry continues to 
thrive and develop over the next 25 years.

Johhn BBruton,, presiddeent of IFSSC Irelandd
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IMPORTANT

1973
Ireland becomes 
a member of the 
European Economic 
Community (EEC)

1975
Ireland’s first rein-
surance company is 
formed

1985
The Insurance Cor-
poration of Ireland 
enters administra-
tion

1987
The Irish government, with EU approval, 
establishes the International Financial 
Services Centre (IFSC) in the light of 
high unemployment and a stagnant 
domestic economy to encourage 
financial services companies to locate 
to Dublin. As part of the IFSC package, 
companies located in the designated 
IFSC docklands district of Dublin were 
required to employ pre-determined 
numbers of people and were subject to a 
special corporation tax rate of 10%

1989
 The first non-life insur-

ance captive is authorised 
in Ireland

 The Insurance Act 1989 
introduces authorisa-
tion requirements for 
reinsurance companies in 
Ireland

1990
 Bermuda-headquartered 

insurance companies such as ACE 
and XL start European expansion 
plans using Ireland as an entry to 
the market

 The Dublin Insurance Managers 
Association (DIMA) is formed

1994
 DIMA’s full title is changed to the 

Dublin International Insurance & 
Management Association (although 
it keeps the same short-form 
version) to reflect the changing 
membership of the association

 Influx of international life assur-
ance companies to Ireland

 100 captives are now operating in 
Dublin

1997
Public and private interests 
work together to commis-
sion a report by Tillinghast 
about Dublin as an interna-
tional (re)insurance centre

1998
The IDA, the government 
agency responsible for 
international investment 
into Ireland, creates a 
dedicated resource to 
promote Dublin as a loca-
tion for international (re)
insurance operations

1999
 Stage Three of Europe’s Economic and 

Monetary Union (EMU) commences with 
eleven countries, including Ireland, now 
sharing a common currency, the euro

 The finance minister announces the end of 
the dual corporation taxation system, with tax 
zones such as the IFSC to be phased out and 
domestic businesses’ corporation tax rates 
reduce to a common base of 12.5%

 Dublin Castle hosts the first international 
(re)insurance conference in Ireland, which 
later will become the European Insurance 
Forum

2000
Insurance Act 2000 signed 
into law, including provisions 
making the Central Bank 
of Ireland responsible 
for regulating insurance 
intermediaries

2001
Insurance Act 2000 
comes into force

2002
 Several international (re)insurers 

which had been set up in Bermuda in 
the wake of the 9/11 terrorist attacks in 
the US, establish European operations 
in Ireland

 The euro is adopted as the national 
currency of Ireland, and the Irish punt is 
officially retired

 Publication of the Central Bank and 
Financial Services Authority of  Ireland 
Bill, 2000 to establish the Irish Financial 
Service Regulatory Authority (IFSRA) 
within the new structure of the Central 
Bank and the Financial Services Author-
ity of Ireland (CBFSAI), which will take 
over regulation of the insurance indus-
try from the Department of Enterprise, 
Trade and Employment

2003
 More than 200 insurance and reinsur-

ance captives are now licensed in Dublin
 The 12.5% corporate tax rate comes 

into effect for all businesses in Ireland
 The Central Bank and Financial 

Services Authority of Ireland Act, 2003, 
is enacted which establishes the Central 
Bank and the Irish Financial Services 
Regulatory Authority (IFSRA)

2004
DIMA sets up a full-
time secretariat

2006
 Ireland is the first country to 

implement the Reinsurance 
Directive, through SI 280 of 
2006

 Ireland is named best captive 
domicile in Europe by Reactions 
magazine

 XL Re consolidates its 
European business into a 
Dublin-based hub operation

2007
 IFSRA removes the automatic 

application of the 80:20 rule, 
enabling companies to write 
insurance and reinsurance in 
differing proportions within the 
same regulated entity

 Finaref Insurance Group, a 
subsidiary of Credit Agricole, 
opens a new European head-
quarters in Dublin

 PartnerRe establishes its Euro-
pean headquarters in Dublin

 Rating agency Standard & 
Poor’s identifies Ireland as the 
seventh largest global reinsur-
ance centre in the world

1973 1975 1985 1987 1989 1990 1994 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2006 2007
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MILESTONES

2008
 Reinsurers are the first financial services 

sector in Ireland to become subject to corporate 
governance requirements, brought in following 
the adoption of the Reinsurance Directive

 Zurich Insurance establishes a European hub 
in Ireland 

 The Finance Act 2008 amends certain aspects 
of Ireland’s taxation system including the treat-
ment of specified services

 AON announces the establishment of a 
new global centre of excellence in Dublin to 
provide advanced research and development 
technology, using mathematical and analytical 
techniques. The AON Centre for Innovation and 
Analytics goes on to develop the world’s largest 
proprietary platform of insurance placement 
data, providing advanced insurance research, 
analytics and business intelligence

 The Irish government introduces emergency 
legislation to guarantee the deposits and debts 
of six Irish-owned banks and building socie-
ties, totalling €400bn, in an effort to safeguard 
the stability of the Irish financial system. 
Two months later, the Minister for Finance 
announces a decision to recapitalise three 
domestic banking institutions. The government 
is to invest €1.5bn in Anglo Irish Bank, while 
Bank of Ireland and Allied Irish Bank will each 
receive €2bn

2009
 Willis announces plans 

to redomesticate from 
Bermuda to Ireland

 The Irish Government 
announces a major 
overhaul of financial 
regulation in Ireland. 
The Central Bank and 
Financial Regulator 
are to be merged into a 
single organisation, the 
Central Bank of Ireland, 
overseen by the Central 
Bank Commission

 The Solvency II Directive 
is adopted by the Euro-
pean Parliament with an 
implementation date of 
2013. This is later pushed 
back first to 2014, then 
2016

2010
 XL redomesticates from the Cay-

man Islands to Ireland
 The Central Bank of Ireland devel-

ops a corporate governance code 
specifically for captive insurers and 
reinsurers, alongside a corporate 
governance code for credit institu-
tions and insurance undertakings

 IFSC Ireland is established by finan-
cial services industry associations, 
including DIMA, to communicate 
key information about the inter-
national financial services sector in 
Ireland. Former Taoiseach and EU 
Ambassador to the US, John Bruton, is 
appointed President of IFSC Ireland

 The Irish government enters at 
€67.5bn bail-out programme with 
the EU, IMF and other European 
countries, known collectively as the 
“Troika”

2011
 The Irish Government publishes 

a five-year strategic plan for 
international financial services in 
Ireland, supporting the further 
development of the international 
(re)insurance industry

 The corporate governance 
code for credit institutions and 
insurance undertakings comes 
into force

 The Central Bank of Ireland 
develops its PRISM model of 
regulation, a risk-based meth-
odology for assessing the level of 
regulatory scrutiny depending on 
the economic systemic risk posed 
by each entity, which reflects the 
proportionality principles within 
Solvency II

2012
 The corporate governance 

code for captives comes into 
force

 Munich Re sets up a stra-
tegic research and develop-
ment operation in Ireland
DIMA is a founder member 
of the Global Federation of 
Insurance Associations

 Ireland becomes a 
signatory to the IAIS 
Multilateral Memorandum 
of Understanding (MMoU) 
programme

2013
 Dublin receives the 

Solvency II Initiative of 
the Year award from 
Captive Review magazine

 Ireland successfully 
exits the ‘Troika’ lending 
programme, being 
described as the ‘poster 
boy’ of Europe for 
general adherence to the 
lending requirements

 Guidelines on pre-
paring for Solvency II, 
issued by the Central 
Bank of Ireland, come 
into force

2014
 Omnibus II is finally agreed 

and published, changing 
certain aspects of the Solvency 
II framework directive

 DIMA launches its 25@25 
initiative, marking the 25th 
anniversary of international 
(re)insurance in Ireland with 25 
events during the year

 DIMA receives the Solvency 
II Initiative of the Year award 
from Captive Review magazine

 DIMA counts more than 60 
companies as members, repre-
senting about 200 licensed  
(re)insurance entities

2008 2009 2010 2011 20132012 2014
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E
IOPA issued the Solvency II Sys-

tem of Governance guidelines in 

September 2013 which concerned 

the establishment of the Actuar-

ial, Risk Management, Compli-

ance and Internal Audit Functions. The Cen-

tral Bank followed up with the CBI System of 

Governance Guidelines in November 2013. 

These required that an Actuarial Function 

was in place by 1 January 2014 for companies 

that are rated High or Medium-High under 

the CBI’s PRISM regime. Companies rated 

Low or Medium-Low, the categories that 

capture most of the captive insurance indus-

try, must have an Actuarial Function in place 

by 1 January 2015. There is some urgency 

in the coming months for companies to 

demonstrate that their Actuarial Function is 

established, and at least somewhat embed-

ded, to satisfy the CBI requirements. 

Now that the time for implementation 

is at hand, Low and Medium-Low compa-

nies are grappling with the practicalities 

of establishing an Actuarial Function that 

is commensurate with the nature, scale 

and complexity of their organisation. For 

smaller companies, and for captives, it is 

a particular challenge. The concept of pro-

portionality is better understood in other 

areas of the Solvency II framework, but what 

does proportionality mean in the context of 

the Actuarial Function?  How can a ‘fit-for-

purpose’ Actuarial Function be put in place 

that meets the regulatory, (and business), 

requirement but remains cost-efficient in 

an environment where skilled actuarial 

resources are in short supply?

The Actuarial Function is not new, it was 

always one of the four key regulatory func-

tions contemplated by the Directive. Article 

48 specified nine key tasks that the Func-

tion was required to perform. Those tasks 

broadly fell into three areas:

•  Responsibilities in the area of the 

calculation of technical provisions, 

including a review of data;

•  Making a contribution to the risk man-

agement system (the ORSA) and in par-

ticular to the calculation of the capital 

requirements;

•  Reporting responsibilities including 

specific responsibilities to prepare 

an annual report to the board and to 

express opinions on underwriting pol-

icy and the adequacy of reinsurance 

arrangements.

Given the wide-ranging responsibilities 

and the short reporting timeframes for Sol-

vency II reporting, it is fortunate there is no 

requirement that the Actuarial Function be 

embodied in one person. It is rather a ‘func-

WHAT DO YOU 
NEED FROM 

YOUR ACTUARIAL 
FUNCTION?

Ronan Mulligan of PwC explains how an Actuarial Function can be put in place that meets regulatory and 
business requirements, while also remaining cost-effi  cient

Written by
Ronan Mulligan

Ronan Mulligan is a director in PwC’s non-life actu-
arial practice in Ireland. He is a signing actuary for 
several captive insurers and specialises in providing 
risk management and actuarial advice to insurance 
companies of all sizes in the Irish and international 
markets. 

“There is some fl exibility to create an Actuarial 
Function that is proportionate to the specifi c needs of 
the company”  
RONAN MULLIGAN
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tion’ that can be discharged collectively by 

a group or a team of suitably qualified per-

sonnel. That group or team can be resourced 

from within the company, or some of its 

responsibilities can be outsourced.    

Neither is there a requirement that the 

Actuarial Function is resourced by profes-

sional actuaries. The text of the Directive 

provided some leeway on that point, requir-

ing only that “they have knowledge of actu-

arial and financial mathematics” and could 

“demonstrate their relevant experience with 

applicable professional and other stand-

ards”.  

There is some flexibility to create an Actu-

arial Function that is proportionate to the 

specific needs of the company.  

What is also clear is that the traditional 

role of the actuary is widening. It encom-

passes more activities. It requires ongoing 

engagement with the board, not just an 

annual interaction. It requires much greater 

formality, documentation and governance 

of its activities.  

Those activities brush-up against, and in 

some cases overlap with, the activities of the 

Risk Management Function. The ORSA is one 

obvious example. In their day-to-day opera-

tions there is an ongoing convergence of the 

Actuarial and Risk teams in terms of pro-

cesses, data, assumptions and infrastruc-

ture, but the Solvency II directive requires 

clear separation of the responsibilities of 

those functions. The potential for conflicts 

of interest within an actuarial team that 

potentially has both 1st-line and 2nd-line 

responsibilities is evident.

We also note that in the past, the com-

pany directors have been able to rely on 

the annual statement of actuarial opinion 

(SAO) as a form of independent quality 

assurance, or sense check, on the actuarial 

work on technical provisions. The SAO will 

not persist, in its current form, in a Solvency 

II world. Directors will want to ensure that 

some form of quality assurance over actuar-

ial work remains, most obviously in the area 

of technical provisions, but also in the newer 

area of Solvency II capital calculations. They 

will want to establish Actuarial and Risk 

Management Functions that are capable of 

delivering that level of independent assur-

ance.

So it is necessary that careful considera-

tion is given to the scoping of the responsi-

bilities of the Actuarial Function. Who has 

responsibility for each of the tasks listed? 

Who is the ‘performer’ and who is the 

‘reviewer’? Which aspects can be retained 

in-house and which make more sense to 

outsource? How can the Actuarial Function 

be resourced so that it is independent from 

the normal business operations of the com-

pany?  

In smaller companies, with relatively 

fewer personnel, this is clearly even more of 

a challenge.

PwC has one of the largest non-life actu-

arial practices in Ireland and has been 

working with captive companies to develop 

potential structures to address these issues. 

One paradigm for thinking about the divi-

sion of work is set out in the diagram below. 

From left to right each task is an input to, or 

a component of, a subsequent task. Techni-

cal provisions are an input into the SCR and 

MCR capital calculations. The capital num-

bers will form a component of the ORSA. 

The ORSA will drive much of the reporting 

required for QRTs, SFCRs and RSR reporting.

The level of specialist actuarial expertise 

required is relatively greater for technical 

provisions and capital calculation work and 

lower for ORSA and Reporting. It may make 

sense to dedicate scarce and expensive actu-

arial resource to the former, rather than the 

latter tasks. 

The specialist actuarial work may be out-

sourced, with in-house review by the com-

pany’s Risk Management Function, or the 

core actuarial work may be done in-house, 

with periodic review by an external provider 

acting on behalf of the Risk Management 

Function (see Figure 1).

There is no single ‘best practice’ Actuarial 

Function and Risk Management Function 

operating model; several can work. Regard-

less of approach, what is most important 

is that the structure is understood, docu-

mented and implemented effectively. It is 

critical that there is a segregation of duties 

between those ‘performing’ the particular 

task and those ‘validating’ the result.  

The clearer the roles and responsibilities, 

the more efficient the performance of activ-

ities within the organisation. It makes sense 

that many companies are revisiting their 

organisational structure, roles and respon-

sibilities, and operating models to ensure 

that they are aligned to the requirements of 

the Directive.  

“The clearer the roles and responsibilities, the more 
efficient the performance of activities within the 
organisation”
RONAN MULLIGAN

FIGURE 1 | SOLVENCY II TASKS REQUIRED  
OF THE ACTUARIAL FUNCTION

Technical provisions
SCR 

& 
MCR

ORSA REPORTING

HIGH LOWLevel of Actuarial Specialism Required
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“T
wenty-fi ve years ago there was 

no captive industry in Dublin,” 

Garry Cullen, the man behind 

establishing the domicile’s fi rst 

captive, owned by motor giants 

BMW, tells Captive Review.

What quickly followed the 1989 establish-

ment of BMW Financial Services (Ireland) was 

not just the emergence of a rival to the Euro-

pean Union’s fi rst captive hub – Luxembourg 

was already ahead of the game with regards to 

reinsurance captives – but also a further boost 

to the wider fi nancial services sector and par-

ticularly in the area of reinsurance.

With initial demand coming from large Ger-

man corporations, in part down to a restrictive 

insurance market at home, BMW approached 

Sedgwick – who Cullen was working for at the 

time – to seek out a suitable domicile to host a 

captive insurance company.

“BMW wished to write direct and at that 

stage Luxembourg did not allow direct writing 

and only reinsurance captives,” he says. “One 

of the alternatives would be perhaps to estab-

lish in London because Guernsey and the Isle 

of Man were not in the European Union. So I 

was contacted and led them to the opportunity 

of being established in Dublin.”

Cullen recognises that having a name like 

BMW as the trailblazer was a big coup for Dub-

lin and provided the jurisdiction with a rep-

utable poster boy to entice other prospective 

captive owners.

However, the early role of the government, 

insurance regulator at the time – the Depart-

ment of Enterprise, Trade and Employment – 

and the Industrial Development Agency (IDA) 

cannot be downplayed.

Offi  cial boost
On the back of the BMW licence, the IDA set 

up a series of meetings and seminars in the 

early 1990s and produced a roadshow taking 

in trips to Japan, the US and mainland Europe 

to showcase what Dublin had to offer.

“The economic policies put in place at that 

time were focused on job creation,” says Ian 

Clancy, who has been based in Dublin for Marsh 

since 1990 and is now in a domicile neutral posi-

tion as captive solutions practice leader EMEA 

for the management fi rm. “Captive insurance 

was one of the areas which was deemed to be 

high value and fl uid, in that it could be moved 

easily from other jurisdictions.”

The economic environment, argues Clancy, 

was and still is key to the development of the 

captive industry.

“Over the past 25 years the development of 

the industry can be linked to the wider econ-

omy – rapid growth initially, followed by a 

slow-down partly attributable to greater focus 

on governance and transfer pricing, a period 

of stagnation and now growth again albeit at 

more modest levels,” he adds.

Having government and regulators onside 

was also important when it came to pushing 

some quite “groundbreaking” concepts such 

as direct writing in Europe.

There were challenges with getting licences 

and policies accepted in other countries, but 

once it was proven it could be done there was a 

lot of new business to be had.

The wider insurance industry was also 

developing, with companies such as Ace and 

XL establishing themselves in Dublin which 

brought further attention to the domicile.

“In 1990 there was a shared agenda of 

attracting business, and industry worked 

hand-in-hand with the government,” Clancy 

says. “The regulatory regime was benign, easy 

to work in, and there was also a spirit of coop-

eration – a desire to get things going.

“Anyone considering where to go in Europe 

to set up a captive automatically had Dublin at 

the top of their list – early successes brought 

more.”

Competition and regulation
From 1989 to 2003, Dublin received a rela-

tively free-run as the only EU domicile facil-

itating direct writing, but at the turn of the 

NEVER A DULL 
MOMENT

From BMW to Shell, Dublin houses some of Europe’s biggest single-parent captives. 
Captive Review catches up with some of the domicile’s key players

Written by
Richard Cutcher

“BMW wished to write direct and at that 
stage Luxembourg did not allow direct 
writing and only reinsurance captives”
GARRY CULLEN
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21st century there were a number of upcoming 

regulatory and fi scal changes on the horizon.

Dublin’s International Financial Services 

Centre (IFSC) pushed the benefi cial captive 

insurance tax up to 12.5% from 10%, although 

the domestic tax was gradually brought down 

to 12.5% from 24%.

This negated the original tax benefi ts of 

establishing a captive in the domicile, but it was 

the Reinsurance Directive and later Solvency II 

that would create more signifi cant waves.

Sarah Goddard, CEO of the Dublin Inter-

national Insurance & Management Associ-

ation (DIMA) since 2004, describes how her 

fi rst meeting was on the Reinsurance Direc-

tive and set in motion a process that led to 

Dublin being ahead of the game when it came 

into effect in 2006.

“You have to bear in mind at that point in 

time the vast majority of EU countries did 

not have any regulation for the reinsurance 

industry that was anywhere close to what the 

directive was going to require. And to a certain 

extent Ireland was in the same boat,” she says.

“We were kind of working from day one in 

September 2004 on what Solvency II would 

end up being. So we were the fi rst country to 

have a Solvency II compliant environment for 

reinsurance, without the SII overlay.”

This work gave DIMA and the (re)insurance 

industry in Ireland an in-depth understand-

ing of the direction European regulation was 

headed and also a greater say and input into 

regulatory developments as they occurred.

“The only time ‘captive’ was used as a term 

in Solvency II’s draft form was what had been 

put into the Reinsurance Directive and it had 

been accepted and was in place for all the EU 

countries at the time,” Goddard adds.

“We looked at it and said that doesn’t work 

for insurance captives. So we spent some time 

working with the European Commission and 

other jurisdictions to ensure that captives 

would be recognised as separate from gen-

eral insurance companies when it came to 

Solvency II.

“That unique model that captives have was 

something we spent a lot of time explaining to 

people in the European Commission and the 

European Parliament so to have it recognised 

within Solvency II was very positive from the 

perspective of Ireland being a centre of knowl-

edge and excellence in captives and captive 

management.”

Not everyone agrees that leading the way on 

regulation had a wholly positive impact on the 

industry however, with Clancy describing it as 

creating a “competitive disadvantage”.

“I think we actually lost business because we 

were progressive and led the way on higher cor-

porate governance standards. We were unfairly 

penalised in that regard. Domiciles who oper-

ated to different standards at that time became 

more popular,” he tells Captive Review.

Recession, stagnation and recovery
“As you would expect over a 25-year period it 

has been peaks and troughs. It is now begin-

ning to take off again,” Clancy added.

The “troughs” touched on by Clancy can 

be best explained by the 2008 fi nancial crisis 

and the subsequent stagnation of new captive 

formations.

While Dublin did not lose many captives as a 

result of the international fi nancial meltdown, 

the tightening of corporate belts across Europe 

and beyond certainly meant there were fewer 

companies looking at new formations.

“Captives globally have not been growing at 

a signifi cant rate,” Clancy adds. “Current mar-

ket pricing has eroded some of the traditional 

benefi ts associated with captives in the past – 

this together with the impact of Solvency II has 

resulted in lower levels of formations.”

Dublin-based Vincent Barrett, managing 

director of Aon Global Risk Consulting, Cap-

tive & Insurance Management, believes Dub-

lin coped relatively well concerning the dire 

straits the wider economy was fi nding itself in.

“Given the global impact the 2008 fi nancial 

crisis has had, the captive industry in Ireland, 

while not immune, has coped remarkably 

well,” he says.

“Captive numbers globally have remained 

steady and Dublin is a subset of this. We saw 

a number of captives close or relocate when 

the Reinsurance Directive was introduced and 

when tax changes were made in other coun-

tries like the UK and Italy and so the impact 

of the crisis on the strong companies that 

remained was relatively low.”

Goddard shares Barrett’s view that the inter-

national industry based in Dublin was rela-

tively untouched by the bailout and believes it 

is now benefi ting from not needing a second 

deal unlike other European countries.

“For the last two and a half years of the 

bailout, Ireland was the poster boy,” she says. 

“There was a very strongly guided way of get-

ting out of the economic doldrums and work-

ing very strongly with the European Commis-

sion, the IMF and others to ensure that the 

country’s economy got back on to the right 

footing in order to move forward.”

With the country’s fi nancial situation 

improving and certainty over the implemen-

tation date of Solvency II (1 January 2016), 

there is certainly a sense Dublin is on the verge 

of another growth spurt on captives.

“We know there is not just an interest at the 

moment, but actually interest that is being 

converted into formations and companies 

setting up,” Goddard adds. “The whole area of 

Solvency II has given parent companies a lot 

to think about in how they are shaping their 

risk management programmes and what they 

want to do.” 

“The regulatory regime was benign, easy 
to work in, and there was also a spirit of 
cooperation – a desire to get things going”
IAN CLANCY

“We were kind of working from day one 
in September 2004 on what Solvency II 
would end up being. So we were the fi rst 
country to have a Solvency II compliant 
environment for reinsurance, without the 

SII overlay”
SARAH GODDARD
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n July 2013, the OECD released a 15 point 

action plan on BEPS aimed at address-

ing perceived flaws in international tax 

rules. To date it has followed up with 

draft reports and recommendations on 

the digital economy (action 1), hybrid mis-

match arrangements (action 2), treaty abuse 

(action 6) and transfer pricing documenta-

tion (action 13). 

Completion of the actions put forward 

will take one to two years, and it may take 

considerably longer for the impact of these 

changes to be fully applied in practice, 

although there are some indications that 

the BEPS project and related developments 

are already leading to a material shift in the 

behaviour of some tax authorities.

Some of the actions put forward are of rel-

evance to insurance and reinsurance opera-

tions and an analysis of the relevant actions 

from the viewpoint of the captive sector is 

set out in the following paragraphs. 

Action 4 - Limit base erosion via interest 
deductions and other fi nancial payments 
According to the OECD: “transfer pric-

ing guidance work will also be developed 

regarding the pricing of related party 

financial transactions, including financial 

and performance guarantees, derivatives… 

and captive and other insurance arrange-

ments”.

The fact that captives get a special men-

tion from the OECD is significant and there 

is no doubt that the OECD is starting from 

the viewpoint that captive arrangements 

can be used as a mechanism for eroding the 

tax base and shifting profits and therefore 

should be scrutinised as part of their work. 

Action 9: Assure that transfer pricing 
outcomes are in-line with value crea-
tion: risks and capital
This action entails the development of rules 

to prevent base erosion and profit shifting 

by transferring risks among, or allocating 

excessive capital to, group members. The 

work will involve developing transfer pric-

ing rules or special measures to ensure that 

inappropriate returns will not accrue to 

an entity solely because it has contractu-

ally assumed risks or has provided capital. 

The rules will also require the alignment of 

returns with value creation.

These developments could have an impact 

on arrangements where groups (re)insure 

risks to captives in low/no tax jurisdictions. 

Groups should consider whether the pricing 

of such (re)insurance is consistent with the 

substance of the arrangements. In particu-

lar, is it a transaction which two independ-

ent parties would enter into (e.g. is there 

a real risk of loss) and is the capital in the 

captive earning an ‘excessive’ rate of return 

for its capital provision. There is likely to be 

a greater focus on substance along the lines 

already used by the OECD to attribute profits 

to insurance/reinsurance PEs, i.e. where are 

the Key Entrepreneurial Risk Taking Func-

tions (KERTS) in relation to risk assumption 

carried out. At the end of the day this comes 

back to the location of people and whether 

the people involved in the assumption of 

risk are in the location of the captive. If this 

is not the case it can be contended that there 

has been an over-allocation of capital and 

profits to the captive. 

Action 7: Prevent the artifi cial avoidance 
of Permanent Establishment (PE) status
The question as to whether a company oper-

ating cross-border has a taxable presence in 

another country is determined by PE rules 

contained in tax laws and double tax trea-

ties. The existing PE rules were designed 

many years ago, without modern business 

in mind. Now many businesses can, and do, 

operate remotely from their customer base 

in other countries. In a financial services 

context, many companies operate from one 

location without having a tax presence in 

the markets in which they operate.

The OECD will recommend changes to the 

definition of a PE which are likely to lead to 

a lowering of the threshold required to cre-

ate a PE and this is likely to lead to activities 

which previously did not constitute a PE cre-

ating a taxable presence going forward.

For captives in insurance groups with 

high levels of reinsurance, fiscal authorities 

are likely to focus on whether the captive 

has an economic dependence on the group 

companies it is reinsuring and therefore 

the captive could be deemed to have a PE in 

the territory of the insured. For captives in 

BASE EROSION AND 
PROFIT SHIFTING 

John O’Leary of PwC discusses some of the points from the 15 point action plan 
released by the OECD

Written by
John O’Leary

John O’Leary John heads the PwC fi nancial services 
tax practice in Ireland. John specialises in insurance 
and has extensive experience in advising interna-
tional insurance groups with operations in Ireland in 
relation to major transactions including M&A, group 
restructuring and structured fi nance.
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non-insurance groups care will be needed to 

ensure a lowering of the PE threshold does 

not result in a taxable presence in other ter-

ritories, although the risks under this action 

are likely to be secondary to those under 

action 9 above. 

 

Commentary and conclusions
Over the next 12 months we are going to see 

a series of reports from the OECD BEPS pro-

ject, some of which have significant impli-

cations for the captive industry. It is some-

what worrying that the captive structures 

received specific mention in the BEPS Action 

Plan as an area that should be addressed. It 

will be important that the captive industry 

has a strong voice over the next year and that 

the OECD understands the many diverse 

business reasons for creating captives.

At the end of the day the BEPS project is 

about aligning the location where profits are 

taxed with substance and structures which 

have significant substance associated with 

them. These will be the easiest to defend 

whatever may emerge from the BEPS pro-

ject. Onshore captive locations which can 

provide people with the requisite expertise 

(while also providing a low but transparent 

corporate tax regime) are those which are 

likely to prove most sustainable.

It is important to remember that, unlike 

national governments and the EU, the OECD 

has no legal powers to implement change. 

Member states of the OECD are bound 

together by common self-interest in pro-

moting trade which is reflected in a network 

of bi-lateral tax treaties designed to avoid 

arbitrary unilateral tax measures. In the 

final analysis there are no binding overarch-

ing rules and OECD member states adhere 

to common standards out of self-interest 

policed by peer pressure. 

It will be up to individual OECD member 

states to decide the extent to which they 

implement the proposals coming out of 

the BEPS project and countries will want to 

ensure that they are not losing competitive-

ness by moving faster than other countries. 

Having said this there is no doubt that there 

will be changes in domestic tax laws, tax 

treaties and OECD guidance. We are already 

seeing unilateral domestic law changes 

even in advance of recommendations from 

the OECD, for example the Netherlands has 

already implemented substance require-

ments relating to financing and royalty 

structures. Revenue authority behaviour is 

also changing and we are seeing increased 

scrutiny by tax authorities on whether 

PEs exist in their countries and significant 

increases in revenue personnel devoted to 

the PE area as well as to the related area of 

transfer pricing. We have also seen chal-

lenges from tax authorities which have 

resulted in the re-characterisation of some 

captives as little more than routine service 

providers and a denial of tax deductions for 

premiums paid to such captives. These early 

signals indicate that revenue authorities are 

already focusing their attention on the areas 

identified in the OECD BEPS Action Plan. It 

is advisable that, in this more challenging 

environment, groups review their captive 

structures to assess how robust they are 

under current rules and how sustainable 

they are in the light of the recommendations 

that could emerge from the BEPS process. 

“It will be important that the captive industry has 
a strong voice over the next year and that the OECD 
understands the many diverse business reasons for 
creating captives”
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T
he world of risk has always looked 

at new ways to ensure that when 

claims occur, there are suffi cient 

funds available to cover the costs. 

Traditionally, the reinsurance mar-

ket was where insurance companies went as 

a means of diversifying their risk, by moving 

some of their risks to third parties. However, 

as the traditional capital markets looked for 

ways to invest and diversify more readily 

available cash, there developed a market that 

combined reinsurance with these funds from 

capital markets, called insurance-linked 

securities (ILS). This combination was 

achieved using bankruptcy remote special 

purpose vehicles (SPVs).

The fi rst of these SPVs used for insurance 

coverage was George Town Re Limited (a Cay-

man-based SPV), established in 1996. George 

Town Re Limited, through a retrocessional 

quota share agreement with St Paul Re, pro-

vided coverage for a number of worldwide 

risks up to the value of $65m. This fi rst entity 

was managed by Marsh Management Cayman.

Types of ILS
Insurance-linked securities cover a range of 

risk transfer arrangements and perils, includ-

ing natural catastrophe cover (catastrophe 

bonds (‘cat bonds’)), mortality, longevity and 

‘XXX’ bonds. 

Traditional structures since the George 

Town Re Limited deal have availed of deriv-

atives to transfer the risk from the cedent to 

the SPV, and ultimately, the investors in the 

SPV. There are now a number of different 

claim pay-out triggers being used by the SPVs, 

including indemnity, parametric and mod-

elled loss, and industry loss/mortality indices. 

There are also a number of different types of 

risk being placed through these structures, as 

insurers look at different options to move risk 

off their own books.

Example of a derivative SPV structure:

Investors in ILS
There has been a large increase in the number 

and type of investors currently looking at ILS 

as an alternative asset class in which to invest. 

By its nature, ILS offers investors a way to indi-

rectly invest in an insurance product and possi-

bly diversify some of their risk. As the risk and 

return is based on an insurance event, rather 

than economic factors, the returns are not 

considered to be correlated to the traditional 

investment markets. The coupon payable will be 

based on the type of risk being transferred and 

the likelihood of that event occurring. When a 

deal is launched the investors will have consid-

erable input as to where the coupon rate is set.

Market statistics
The current market for ILS deals in issue is 

A STANDOUT 
DESTINATION

Brendan Roche of Marsh Management Services explores the growing popularity 
of ILS in the market and what makes Ireland a premier onshore domicile for the 

structures

Written by
Brendan Roche

Brendan Roche is vice president and head of secu-
ritisation and structured fi nance at Marsh Manage-
ment Services (Dublin) Limited. Brendan has been 
with Marsh for nine years, prior to which he worked 
within the investment and funds industries both in 
London and Dublin.
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estimated at $22.8bn and of this about $6bn 

are new issuances for 2014 (source: Artemis). 

From an Irish market perspective, there have 

been two new issuances in 2014 with an esti-

mated issue value of $340m.

Some industry commentators expect the 

ILS market to grow to possibly $50bn by 2020.

Ireland as a domicile for ILS
Ireland’s location, extensive financial and (re)

insurance experience and its positive regula-

tory environment has made it a popular choice 

for insurers looking for onshore domiciles for 

ILS transactions. Ireland has a long associa-

tion with the ILS market, with the first Irish 

ILS transaction being structured and issued in 

March 2000. This first transaction put in place 

an indemnity cover for European windstorm 

and California and Japanese earthquake risk. 

Since then a number of other transactions 

have been domiciled in Ireland and cover such 

risks as US windstorm, Australian cyclone, 

extreme mortality and US life. 

Ireland has legislation in place which pro-

vides the option to structure these transac-

tions through a special purpose reinsurance 

vehicle (SPRV) which is regulated by the Cen-

tral Bank of Ireland. Through structuring as 

a regulated insurance entity the Dodd-Frank 

requirements in the US regarding swap trans-

actions are eliminated and requirements for 

commodity pool operators to be appointed 

are removed, as would be the case where an 

SPV uses a swap to transfer the risk between 

both parties. 

The Central Bank of Ireland is also respon-

sible for regulating the first Solvency II com-

pliant SPRV (Atlas VII Reinsurance Limited). 

The final impact of Solvency II has yet to be 

fully assessed for SPRVs in Ireland, but it is 

expected that they will comply with the capital 

requirements, being fully funded vehicles. It 

is expected that new guidelines will be issued 

by the Central Bank once EIOPA has issued its 

final view on reinsurance.

The legislation (European Communities 

(Reinsurance) Regulations 2006, the ‘Act’) 

in force in Ireland and implemented by the 

Central Bank of Ireland is based on Directive 

2005/68/EC of the European Parliament and of 

the Council dated 16 November 2005 and sets 

out the requirements to qualify as a SPRV.

The SPRV will also avail of S110 of the Taxes 

Consolidation Act 1997, which will establish 

the company as a bankruptcy remote special 

purpose vehicle, thus ring-fencing the assets 

in the company and limiting the liabilities 

of the company to the realisable value of the 

assets.

In order to assist with the set-up and ongo-

ing running of the SPRV, the following local 

service providers will need to be appointed: 

legal counsel, SPRV manager, auditor and 

tax advisors. Independent directors will also 

need to be appointed to the board and will be 

subject to the Central Bank of Ireland’s Fitness 

and Probity requirements.

Marsh Management Services – what do we 
do?
Marsh has been involved with SPRVs in Ire-

land since the first one which was launched 

in 2000. Since then we have been appointed 

as manager to 20 such deals and provide the 

following services to SPRVs:

• Accounting and administration 

• Company secretary

• Registered office

• Sourcing of independent directors.

Marsh is independent of, and does not pro-

vide the same services as, investment banks 

and law firms with a strong focus on corporate 

governance and compliance. Marsh acts as 

manager to the SPRV and also acts as the main 

liaison for the insurer and investors. Marsh 

can also manage the online tool for the SPRV, 

IntraLink and, at the SPRV’s direction, use this 

to publish relevant transaction documents at 

the launch of the deal and to provide updates 

as the deal progresses.

Marsh’s extensive experience in (re)insur-

ance and the backing of a global company 

that specialises in insurance and risk advisory 

services, gives us a leading edge in providing 

services to SPRVs.

Marsh Management Services (Dublin) Lim-

ited, has over 40 professionals dedicated to 

providing advice on the establishment and 

operation of all types of companies in Ire-

land. Created in 1989, the company is actively 

involved in the management of various finance 

companies on behalf of third parties. It has 

extensive experience in managing Special 

Purpose Vehicles (SPV), including synthetic 

and funded CDOs, repackaged notes, life 

contracts and aircraft leasing/financing. We 

are independent of investment banks and law 

firms and offer a highly professional service, 

with a strong focus on corporate governance.

Globally, our group has in excess of 450 

people employed in company management, 

spread across all major financial services juris-

dictions. Marsh Management Services (Dub-

lin) Limited is a wholly owned subsidiary of 

Marsh Inc., a global leader in insurance brok-

ing and risk management, with over 27,000 

employees in 100 countries.

This global outreach, together with our ded-

icated focus on company management, makes 

Marsh an ideal choice for originators or arrang-

ers of SPRVs who wish to work with a company 

that is independent of the capital markets. 

The information contained in this article provides only a general 

overview of subjects covered, is not intended to be taken as advice 

regarding any individual situation and should not be relied upon 

as such. Insureds should consult their insurance and legal advis-

ers regarding specific coverage issues.

This document or any portion of the information it contains 

may not be copied or reproduced in any form without the permis-

sion of Marsh Ltd, except that clients of Marsh Ltd need not obtain 

such permission when using this report for their internal purposes.

Marsh Ltd. is authorised and regulated by the Financial Con-

duct Authority. © Copyright – 2014 Marsh Ltd. All rights reserved.
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I
ncreased levels of regulation and 

compliance are the new realities fac-

ing fi nancial institutions in the post-

fi nancial crisis world. This is of course nec-

essary and inevitable to ensure the pub-

lic interest is protected given past failures. 

Indeed, during his speech to the European 

Insurance Forum last year, Matthew Elder-

fi eld reminded us that not so long ago a “now 

notorious banker” complained about regula-

tion saying: “It’s time to shout stop: the tide of 

regulation has gone far enough.” 

That said, in the same speech Elderfi eld con-

ceded that debates about regulation are healthy 

and reasonable, once they are transparent and 

grounded in specifi cs. With that in mind, we 

should now consider recommencing a measured 

and balanced dialogue about what is neces-

sary to achieve appropriate levels of regulation 

post-fi nancial crisis. It should not be seen as a 

contradiction to emphasise the importance of 

properly regulating our fi nancial sector to pro-

tect the common good, while at the same time 

asking questions about the cost that regulation 

is having on insurers. Manpower and capital 

which insurers could previously have used for 

investment or product development are now 

being diverted towards compliance, as insurers 

struggle to keep up with the introduction of 

new regulations. We should consider whether 

this trend will lead to a weakening of the sec-

tor which may in turn require further capital 

thereby creating a potential downward spiral. 

The economic crisis highlighted the failings 

that were prevalent in the fi nancial sector’s 

corporate governance practices, with boards of 

directors being unable to ensure that fi nancial 

institutions were suffi ciently solvent and liquid 

and adequately insulated from credit risk. It is 

for this reason that the introduction of codes of 

conduct such as the Central Bank’s Corporate 

Governance Code for Credit Institutions and 

Insurance Undertakings and the overhaul of the 

Central Bank’s Fitness and Probity Regime are 

welcome. While such initiatives are positive, the 

concern is that a tendency to over-regulate will 

take hold. 

Regulation has become increasingly intrusive 

and time consuming for regulated fi nancial 

institutions. Global fi gures from the third quar-

ter of 2013 show that some 10,000 new jobs were 

created in the fi nancial sector since the fi nan-

cial crisis, the majority of these in the areas of 

compliance, risk and regulatory functions. The 

creation of employment is positive. However, as 

valuable manpower and resources are injected 

into insurers’ compliance departments, business 

aspirations and product development will be 

correspondingly scaled back. 

European insurers have also had to invest 

signifi cant resources in the implementation 

of the Solvency II Directive, in addition to the 

International Association of Insurance Supervi-

sors’ Insurance Core Principles. The tidal wave of 

regulation is unlikely to abate in the near future. 

Insurers are struggling to keep abreast of chang-

ing capital and corporate governance require-

ments, while seeing their premium income 

declining year-on-year. This is against a back-

drop of fi nancial regulators who are ever-more 

willing to commence enforcement proceedings 

for compliance failures. 

While the pace of global recovery appears 

to be gaining momentum, it remains fragile 

and uncertain. Trading conditions continue to 

be challenging for many insurers: consumer 

demand is low and overall unemployment 

remains at historically high levels. 

Although insurers’ profi tability has suffered, 

the overall result is a more stable, transpar-

ent insurance industry and renewed – albeit 

tentative – faith in the fi nancial sector. In the 

post-fi nancial crisis world the insurance indus-

try must seek ways to continue to innovate 

and remain profi table, while simultaneously 

responding to the pressures imposed by an 

increased compliance burden. This is a matter 

of balance. The fi nancial sector plays a major 

role in protecting the common good. Compli-

ance is a key factor in this role. However, regula-

tors also need to ensure that regulation is cost-

effective and fi t for purpose. Above all, they 

must ensure that over-regulation does not 

irreparably damage the fi nancial sector, and 

consequently the common good that they are 

charged to protect. 

COST-EFFECTIVE AND 
FIT FOR PURPOSE 

Darren Maher, partner at Matheson, explores the burgeoning regulatory demands on the sector and the 
importance of innovation for the insurance industry  

Written by
Darren Maher 

Darren Maher is a partner in the fi nancial institutions 
group at Matheson. He has advised a wide range of 
leading domestic and international fi nancial insti-
tutions on all aspects of fi nancial services law and 
regulation including establishment and authorisation, 
development and distribution of products, compliance, 
corporate governance and re-organisations including 
cross-border mergers, schemes of arrangement, port-
folio transfers and mergers and acquisitions.

“Regulators need to ensure that regulation is cost-
effective and fi t for purpose” 
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T H E  E S S E N T I A L  G U I D E  T O  A L T E R N AT I V E  R I S K  T R A N S F E R

MARCH 2014 R E V I E W
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Captive Review (CR): What makes Ireland 

unique as a jurisdiction and how does it 

stay relevant in the industry?

Glenn Gillard (GG): Ireland as a domicile has 

reinvented itself quite a bit since it started its 

fi rst international captive 25 years ago. We 

started off as a captive jurisdiction but that 

quickly expanded into a cross-border juris-

diction and then over recent years, as a hub 

for people to set-up their head offi ces. 

CR: What is the secret of Ireland’s success in 

the insurance space?

GG: We had to ask ‘where is there a value to 

be given to the wider industry and how can 

we fi ll that space?’ and I think that’s exactly 

what Ireland as a jurisdiction is looking at. 

A lot of insurance companies have seen Ire-

land as a place to put centres of excellence 

for shared-services; IT and back-offi ce kinds 

of operations. I think that has probably been 

the secret of Ireland’s success.

We have unique set of circumstances in 

that Ireland as it has already been seen as 

one of the top domiciles of choice for the new 

wave of technology companies, like Google 

and Facebook, to actually put some of their 

near operations.

Technology and data considerations are 

also increasingly key for insurance fi rms. 

When you look at some of the key areas of 

opportunity in the insurance industry a lot 

of that is around how do we capture new 

client’s big data and really take advantage 

of the amount of data available to insurance 

companies. 

When you look at Ireland as being an 

insurance jurisdiction and also being a tech 

jurisdiction there is a lot of opportunity for 

those two industries to come together and 

bring some innovative ideas. Ireland has a 

unique position to play in how the insurance 

industry looks forward and tries to embrace 

some of these new technologies. 

Ireland has traditionally been known for 

its low corporation tax rates and that has 

been one of the attractions for insurance 

companies setting up here originally. We are 

also looking at new ways of encouraging peo-

ple to continue to set up here.

Research and development and intellec-

tual property tax incentives make Ireland 

a good location to put your innovation and 

research and development centres because 

not only is there the talent here available to 

do that, but there is also good tax incentives 

and frameworks to support the development 

of these centres.   

CR: What are the key impacts that develop-

ing technologies have had in the insurance 

industry?

GG: What we have seen is that the insurance 

industry has been slow to embrace digital 

technologies and that there are still diffi -

culties in actually moving to a more digital 

channel. 

In most countries internet sales of insur-

ance is still relatively low. The UK market is 

one where the use of aggregators has been 

quite prevalent. I think the secret of the dig-

ital strategy is not just around creating an 

internet channel, it’s more about how you 

use social media and other digital interfaces 

to allow you to have a more ongoing relation-

ship with your customers outside of the tra-

ditional insurances channels of point of sale 

and point of claim. 

Firms at the moment are trying to develop 

new thoughts and new ideas about how they 

interact with their customer over the lifecycle 

and not just at the point of claim. 

CR: How would you say that the use of ana-

lytics can improve the industry in the com-

ing years?

GG: I think there is a signifi cant opportunity 

around how analytics can be used, particu-

larly when it comes to understanding the 

customer experience and retaining those 

customers. Analytics can help you to under-

stand your market and customers better and 

therefore be able to provide better tailored 

solutions and pricing. 

When you combine analytics with a digital 

experience it is going to really change the face 

of how you interact with your customer. This 

can be used to underwrite better, make better 

decisions around what you are doing in terms 

of customer selection and be make you much 

more targeted and effective when marketing 

to customers. 

One of the ways analytics has been 

embraced most is in fraud prevention and 

THE SECRET TO 
SUCCESS

Glenn Gillard, a partner at Deloitte in Dublin, talks to Captive Review about the 
benefi ts of being based in the Irish jurisdiction and how digital and analytics 

developments are transforming the insurance industry

Written by
Glenn Gillard

Glenn Gillard leads Deloitte Ireland’s off erings in 
the insurance area. Glenn has extensive experience 
working with domestic, cross-border and interna-
tional insurers. His experience includes areas such as 
external audit, internal audit and controls assurance, 
regulatory projects and license applications.
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protection. The use of analytics to really iden-

tify within claims information which claims 

are exhibiting fraud characteristics. Fraud 

analytics is the area we have seen the most 

development over the last five years. What we 

will see over the next five years is a move away 

from just fraud analytics to customer analytics 

and methods to really leverage those customer 

trends. 

CR: Can you talk about what ‘big data’ is and 

how it can be used to benefit the insurance 

industry?

GG: The insurance industry is extremely 

data rich because there is so much customer 

information available. Everything from policy 

holder, date of birth, help status, all of that 

information and lots of external information, 

including population statistics. 

Really, big data is about trying to take all of 

the information that you have within your own 

organisation, plus all of the different external 

sources of information, and being able to use 

those intelligently to get more insight into 

what your customer may or may not do. 

In general insurance it’s about considering 

what are the next best actions that someone is 

going to do when I’m offering them a policy, 

or when it comes to a renewal point. What are 

the key bits of information that will make a 

difference between retaining and losing a 

customer. 

It’s also about being able to better under-

stand the economics of your customer and 

therefore being able to make better decisions 

around offering discounts, offering add-ons 

as part of what you’re doing.  

There is so much information out there, 

but how do we use it? We have more infor-

mation than we have ever had before, but 

how do we file that into usable information 

that can drive decision making in an organ-

isation? That is the key to unlocking big data.  

CR: What are the main challenges for the 

industry in terms of harnessing big data? 

GG: The big issue with big data is that often it 

is seen as simply an analysis tool for looking 

at data, and trying to look at data in different 

ways. 

Actually, it is much more than that. It’s 

really about confronting those big strategic 

questions within your organisation and then 

saying ‘how can we use data to answer some 

of those questions?’ Rather than analytics 

being the goal in itself, it’s about asking what 

are the strategic challenges and how can we 

use analytics effectively to achieve some of 

these goals. 

CR: How do you integrate big data into 

everything you do? 

GG: We see analytics as being part of a digital 

strategy, but also as part of your core strategy. 

The biggest challenge is making sure people 

are strategic enough when looking at how they 

are going to use analytics in an organisation. 

In some ways you would expect insur-

ance companies to be some of the quickest to 

embrace analytics given the actuarial mind-

set, but often actually taking that step away 

from the pure analysis of numbers to looking 

at how big data and analytics can help you 

understand customer behaviour is a difficult 

step.  
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T
he challenges posed by the global 

fi nancial crisis, to the cross-bor-

der insurance and reinsurance 

industry in Ireland, and the reg-

ulatory frameworks introduced 

since then, have proven the robustness of the 

Irish industry and now put it at a competitive 

advantage in Europe.

In Ireland, we have removed much of the 

uncertainty related to how risk-based gov-

ernance should work and in Aon we have 

invested heavily to develop frameworks to 

support and ensure the practical, propor-

tionate and cost effective implementation of 

these regulatory requirements.

Given the global impact the 2008 fi nancial 

crisis has had, the cross-border insurance 

industry in Ireland, while not immune, has 

coped very well. We have seen a contraction 

in the number of insurance and reinsurance 

companies since 2005, prompted initially by 

the introduction of the reinsurance direc-

tive in 2006 which introduced a regulatory 

framework across Europe for the supervision 

of reinsurance companies and subsequently 

from the anticipated impact of Solvency II, 

allied to the global fi nancial crisis and the 

prolonged period of low-interest rates ever 

since.

However, in a recently commissioned 

study Reinsurance in Ireland: Development 

and Issues, the Central Bank of Ireland out-

lines that the Irish reinsurance market place, 

dating back to 1975, houses the second-high-

est number of reinsurance companies in 

Europe. At approximately 80 entities, that 

accounts for 20% of the total. 

The fi nancial crisis and related outcomes 

prompted a complete re-structuring of the 

insurance supervisory framework in Ireland 

since 2010 and from this has followed the 

introduction of many of the key components 

of Solvency II on a stepped basis. While this 

amounts to the acceleration of some of the 

constituent requirements of Solvency II, not 

something that sounded appealing, it has 

proven benefi cial and puts the Irish insur-

ance and reinsurance market in a strong 

position as we move towards the implemen-

tation of the Solvency II regulatory regime in 

Europe and the related International Associ-

ation of Insurance Supervisors 

(IAIS) frameworks being imple-

mented globally.

That we have been able to 

implement these requirements 

on an incremental and focused 

basis, in a slightly less pressured 

environment and perhaps with 

an understanding that the fi rst 

attempt might not be perfect 

but should be practical and that 

improvements can be implemented by year 

two or three, has allowed a more practical 

and useful approach.  

Removing the uncertainty from Solvency II 
and creating a blueprint for proportionality
In 2010, the responsibility for regulation of 

insurance and reinsurance companies in Ire-

land was brought in under the remit of The 

Central Bank of Ireland (CBI) who undertook 

a large scale restructure and staffi ng process 

with commitment to implementing inter-

national best practice and to increasing its 

staffi ng levels. 

The fi rst signifi cant step was the introduc-

tion of a risk-based supervision framework, 

PRISM (Probability Risk and Impact System) 

in December 2011 which in particular reit-

erates the CBI’s proportionate approach to 

lower risk entities and ‘captives’, in other 

words, those ‘with the lowest potential 

adverse impact on fi nancial stability and the 

consumer’. This immediately reduced some 

time-consuming regulatory requirements for 

entities designated as ‘low risk’ and ‘medi-

um-low risk’. Recently, the CBI outlined in 

their annual report that ‘low Impact fi rm 

supervisory strategy implemented during 

2012 continued to deliver on the PRISM man-

date through reactive supervisory alerts and 

triage events’.

The Solvency II Directive sets out the 

requirement for companies to implement 

additional or enhanced functions, namely, 

risk management function, compliance 

function, internal audit function and actu-

arial function. For low and medium-low risk 

entities, in particular, that sounds like a lot 

of additional time and effort and it was ini-

tially diffi cult to ascertain how proportion-

BOUNCING BACK 
FROM 2008

Alastair Nicoll, of Aon Insurance Managers, explores how the captive sector has 
responded to the fi nancial crisis and how the industry has evolved post-2008

Type Number

Life insurance companies 53

Non-life insurance companies 105

Reinsurance companies 77

Total 235

Written by
Alastair Nicoll

INDUSTRY IN NUMBERS

Source: Central Bank of Ireland Annual Report 2013
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ality could be applied to what amounted to a 

checklist of new requirements. In addition, 

a significant question arose as to how these 

functions and the related processes will 

interact and how the board of directors or 

senior management are meant to maintain 

visibility over these processes, to effectively 

govern them.

In Ireland, we no longer have the unan-

swered questions and in Aon in Ireland we have 

a framework for how to approach the practical, 

proportionate and cost-effective implementa-

tion of these regulatory requirements.

What we have learned
The introduction of these requirements pro-

vided us with an opportunity to develop and 

test proportionate solutions and as such, 

Aon’s motto in this regard was “simplifying 

without reducing”. The success factors of an 

efficient implementation being to define a 

clear target operating model and to adopt a 

structured approach. Proportionality is hard 

to define and does not mean fewer require-

ments but a potential simplification of how 

an undertaking achieves the objectives of the 

Solvency II articles. 

Aon’s approach was to demonstrate that 

with a sound and consistent methodology, 

the various Solvency II requirements can in 

many cases be met without having to go sig-

nificantly beyond current best practices. One 

of the main pitfalls is to consider all of the 

requirements separately and attempt to man-

age the complexity of multiple projects and 

sub-projects and their interdependencies. In 

our view, such an approach creates unneces-

sary expense and an unwieldy overall plan 

which is difficult to complete. In addition, we 

have seen a number of companies gain addi-

tional benefits by implementing a system 

of governance due to the enhanced insight 

it derives, which in turn strengthens their 

business strategy. In essence, the perceived 

threat of Solvency II compliance has resulted 

in unexpected advantages.

A significant consideration arising out of 

designing the constituent components of 

these new requirements is to consider the 

practicality of the ongoing maintenance of 

the requirements – who and how will this all 

be managed on an ongoing basis?

Arising out of this, Aon partnered in 2012 

with a risk software solutions company to 

develop an integrated and online Govern-

ance, Risk Management and Compliance 

(GRC) framework, a software platform 

capable of reflecting the system of govern-

ance of an insurance/reinsurance company 

under Solvency II. Now implemented, the 

software platform provides a powerful work-

flow engine to guide an entity through their 

required actions from inception to process 

completion, with the capability to fully track 

and audit all actions performed within the 

platform and a powerful reporting engine to 

visualise and analyse data and support the 

reporting requirements. 

 Since 2000 there has been a 
requirement that every insurance 
company appoint a compliance 
officer with responsibility for ongoing 
monitoring of a company’s compliance 
with regulatory requirements

 In 2010, the CBI issued a corporate 
governance code for insurance 
companies, introducing many of the 
corporate governance principles of 
the Solvency II Directive. The code 
specifically exempted captives and a 
proportionate corporate governance 
code for captives was subsequently 
introduced in 2011 with minimum 
requirements

In 2010, the CBI requires all 
undertakings to put in place a Risk 
Appetite Statement (RAS), perhaps 
the fundamental starting point of an 
effective risk management system as 
required under Solvency II

A risk-based supervision framework, 
PRISM is introduced in 2011

A ‘Fitness and Probity’ regime was 
implemented in 2012, introducing 
the same principles as the ‘Fitness 
and Propriety’ requirements under 
Solvency II

In 2012, the CBI produced an 
ORSA reporting template for low and 
medium-low risk entities, following 
positive engagement with industry 
stakeholders supporting a common 
goal of an efficient and proportionate 
approach to reporting and supervision 
and a reflection of the ‘Central Bank’s 
commitment to work with the small 
insurers to apply the principle of 
proportionality in relation to the ORSA’

 In December 2012, the CBI 
encouraged the European authorities 
to provide certainty to Solvency II 
implementation, decided not to bring 
in any early Solvency II implementation 
independently and made clear their 
desire for a consistent and convergent 
approach across the EU to Solvency II 
implementation

In 2014, the CBI issued Reserving 
Requirements for Non-Life Insurers 
and Non-Life & Life Reinsurance, which 
expands the processes for ensuring 
reserve adequacy and effectively 
introduces many of the requirements 
of the Actuarial Function under the 
Solvency II Directive and includes 
reference to the role of the internal 
audit function

THE REGULATORY 
JOURNEY

AON’S DO’S AND DON’TS IN IMPLEMENTING 
RISK-BASED REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS 

DON’T
 
•  Pile up endless policies and 

procedures 
•  Address the various requirements in 

isolation 
•  Build on existing internal control or 

risk management processes without 
a clear target operating model 

•  Juggle control of multiple projects 
and sub-projects 

•  Create over complicated risk 
management procedures and 
processes

DO 

• Simplify without reducing
•  Set up a system of governance, 

not an endless set of policies and 
procedures

•  Think about business constraints 
and ongoing maintenance

•  Define a target governance 
operating model

•  Improve risk management 
and governance principles at 
undertaking level

•  Improve the visibility of the board 
on the operations of the entity and 
the risks it faces

•  Link risk and capital management to 
ensure solvency in the future 

•  Keep the necessary flexibility in 
business operations 

•  Mix top-down and bottom-up 
approaches 

• Develop practical processes



Darren Maher 
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The success of any law firm can be measured by the quality of its 

people and its clients. We have the best of both.

Darren Maher leads a team of corporate insurance lawyers that 
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The first rule of success 
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R
egulation is always a concern for 

the captive sector. Captive (re)

insurers are more sensitive to the 

burden imposed by regulation 

than other sectors of the insur-

ance industry. Captive owners are generally 

non-fi nancial service groups and use a cap-

tive as an effi cient way of accessing the (re)

insurance markets and generally managing 

group risks. 

Increased regulation can mean increased 

cost (whether represented by increased time 

commitment from group management or 

increased fees to managers and advisers). 

Increased regulation may also represent a 

greater risk profi le for the group because if 

the captive cannot comfortably comply with 

the increased regulatory requirements, it may 

face reputational damage because of regula-

tory sanctions. If the aggregate cost of operat-

ing a captive (whether fi nancial or other cost) 

is perceived by management to be too expen-

sive, then other risk transfer and management 

solutions will be explored.

Consistent regulatory environment
As it approaches its 25th anniversary, it is 

interesting to gauge the development of the 

Irish captive sector against these types of 

benchmarks. Other factors can be seen to 

have changed through the years – the grow-

ing sophistication of the market, soft pricing 

and the effects of the fi nancial crisis to name 

just three. However, a consistent regulatory 

environment has helped maintain Ireland’s 

status as a captive centre.

Indeed, the competitive advantages of Ire-

land from a regulatory point of view are largely 

the same as they were when the fi rst captives 

were established:

• Ireland is a full member of the European 

Union and was an early adopter of all of 

the life, non-life and reinsurance direc-

tives, as well as each of the more recent 

EU and international initiatives. Captives 

regulated by the Central Bank of Ireland 

(the Central Bank) can service all other 

EEA markets without the need for further 

authorisation

• In the (re)insurance sector, the Central 

Bank continues to be regarded as a respon-

sible and responsive regulator – applica-

tions for authorisation typically take four to 

six months from the date of submission of a 

completed application to the Central Bank

• The standard rate of corporation tax on 

trading income remains 12.5%

• Ireland has an extensive network of 

double taxation treaties with most of the 

world’s leading industrialised nations. 

The list has grown over the past 25 years. 

There are currently 78 treaties in force 

and four more have been signed and are 

awaiting implementation

• An exemption can be obtained from the 

20% dividend withholding tax by many 

companies resident in or controlled by 

IRELAND AND THE 
STRONG REGULATORY 

ENVIRONMENT 
Eoin Caulfi eld of William Fry gives an overview of the regulatory environment in 
which captives operate and highlights the consistency in Ireland’s approach over 

25 years

Written by
Eoin Caulfi eld

Eoin Caulfi eld is a partner in the insurance unit at 
William Fry and represents new entrants to the Irish 
market as well as existing clients across the range 
of insurance and reinsurance activities. William Fry 
is one of Ireland’s largest law fi rms. Both Eoin and 
the William Fry insurance practice are consistently 
rated “Tier 1” by all of the major periodicals. William 
Fry has been involved in the Irish captive sector for 
more than 20 years.

“Increased regulation can mean increased cost 
(whether represented by increased time commitment 
from group management or increased fees to 
managers and advisers)”
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residents in EU member states or countries 

with which Ireland has a tax treaty

• No value added tax payable on the supply 

of (re)insurance services

Easing the red tape
Much has remained the same from the regula-

tory point of view. However, the sector has not 

been immune to changes in regulation. Not 

least have been areas like corporate govern-

ance and the roll-out of Solvency II.

The re-engineering of the supervisory 

model (and of the Central Bank generally) 

after the financial crisis has meant growing 

emphasis on corporate governance, the fitness 

and probity of those in key functions and use 

of the new PRISM supervisory model. There 

has been a need to strike a balance between 

prudential concerns and the unique nature of 

a captive’s business. 

The Corporate Governance Code for Captive 

Insurance and Reinsurance Undertakings has 

sought to get the balance right, with require-

ments for captives including the following:

• A minimum of three directors

• Reporting of material deviations from the 

code within five days

• Submission of an annual compliance state-

ment

• Notifying the Central Bank in the event the 

captive ceases to be a captive

• Putting in place robust governance 

arrangements

• Establishment of a risk appetite statement

• The effective operation of key control func-

tions such as internal audit, compliance 

and risk management

There had been a concern that the more 

intrusive characteristics of the Corporate 

Governance Code for Credit Institutions and 

Insurance Undertakings would be applied to 

captives. However, the Central Bank can be 

commended for responding with an approach 

which is proportionate as far as the captive 

sector is concerned.

New Companies Bill
The broader environment in which Irish cor-

porates operate will also see the easing of reg-

ulatory “red tape” with the imminent intro-

duction of the new Companies Bill. The bill, 

currently working its way through the final 

stages in the Irish parliament, will reform, 

consolidate and amend the existing company 

law statutes applicable to all Irish companies, 

including captives.

Captive (re)insurers are generally structured 

as Irish private limited companies. Much of the 

bill is targeted at making it easier for these types 

of companies to conduct their activities. Useful 

changes will take away some of the company 

secretarial aspects which have been an unnec-

essary intrusion on a day-to-day business. It 

includes the potential to dispense with annual 

general meetings and streamlining how direc-

tors and shareholder meetings are conducted. 

Recent changes to company law have also made 

the filing of corporate returns in the Irish regis-

try more straightforward.

Solvency II
As an EU member state, the key regulatory 

challenge for the Irish captive sector in the 

coming years will be Solvency II. The captive 

sector continues to seek detail on the propor-

tionate approach envisaged by Solvency II (in 

recognition that there is no outright distinc-

tion made between captives and other com-

mercial (re)insurers under the new regime).

The Central Bank has issued guidelines on 

preparing for Solvency II, including papers on 

four areas:

• System of governance (including risk man-

agement systems)

• Forward looking assessment of own risks

• Submission of information

• Pre-application for internal models

The guidelines apply from 1 January 2014 to 

high impact and medium-high impact under-

takings under the PRISM supervisory model. 

Captives, with typically medium-low or low 

impact status, will only be properly affected 

from 1 January 2015. 

Conclusion
The approach to the regulation of captives in 

Ireland remains a key strength. It has a con-

sistent history book-ended by the life and non-

life directives of the 1990s through to the Sol-

vency II regime of 2016 and onwards. Here’s to 

the next 25 years of Irish captives! 
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A 
recent research report pub-

lished by the Central Bank 

of Ireland, Reinsurance in 

Ireland: Development and 

Issues, provides a fascinat-

ing analysis of the country’s reinsurance 

industry, one which it notes is the second 

largest in Europe (based on 2012 fi gures). 

The report indicates that Ireland’s rein-

surance sector contributed an estimated 

GVA (gross value added) of €607m ($794m) 

in 2011, equating to around €1.5m ($1.96m) 

per employee employed in the sector. The 

report notes that the industry indirectly 

contributes to the economy through the 

purchase of services, including legal, con-

sultancy and actuarial expertise, demon-

strating the sector’s signifi cance in terms 

of high value activity and national reputa-

tion as a centre of expertise.

Alongside the international reinsurance 

industry is a well-established international 

insurance industry; this year marks the 

25th anniversary of the fi rst international 

insurance company licensed in Ireland, a 

direct-writing captive of a German manufac-

turing fi rm. The ability of captives to write 

insurance across Europe under Freedom of 

Services, facilitated by Ireland’s member-

ship of the European Union, proved highly 

attractive, and the early infl ux of captive 

insurers was soon joined by non-European 

insurance companies, in particular Ber-

mudians, which were looking for an entry 

point to the European market. As Ireland’s 

reputation as a jurisdiction began to spread, 

reinsurers soon followed where the insur-

ers had led. Thus, from a standing start in 

1989, Ireland’s international (re)insurance 

industry has evolved into one of the leading 

European centres, and now has one of the 

widest spreads of activity ranging from sim-

ple captives to global headquarters, taking 

in SPRVs, specialist insurance lines such as 

credit business, European hubs for several 

leading insurance and reinsurance compa-

nies, and an increasing number of highly 

active self-managed captives.

It’s no secret that the past few years have 

been challenging for the national economy, 

culminating in Ireland being the fi rst EU 

country to receive a Troika bail-out. But 

Ireland was also the fi rst country to exit the 

bail-out, and the economic recovery has 

been matched by a recovery in fi nancial ser-

vices activities. Although the international 

(re)insurance sector remained generally 

immune from the trials and tribulations 

affecting the national economy, there had 

been a slowdown in levels of formations for 

several reasons, predominantly the uncer-

tainty surrounding the ultimate form that 

Solvency II would take and therefore what 

would be required of regulated companies.

The international sector in Ireland, repre-

sented by DIMA, worked with the European 

authorities over a number of years to provide 

insight into the potential impacts of Solvency 

II, not least on the captives sector. The 

Central Bank of Ireland (CBI), developed 

advanced regulatory systems such as a new 

corporate governance regime. Noting the 

proportionality principle, the CBI introduced 

a captive-specifi c regime that covers much of 

what will be required in all EU jurisdictions 

when Solvency II is implemented in the next 

couple of years. Also refl ecting proportion-

ality, the regime in Ireland works under the 

PRISM system, which matches regulatory 

oversight and intervention to the systemic 

risk profi le of the regulated entity. Several 

other centres have been taking a close look 

at these and other aspects of the regulatory 

infrastructure as they start actively working 

on developing their own systems to imple-

ment Solvency II. From an Irish perspective, 

most of the regulatory heavy lifting has been 

done by the industry, so although there are 

still adaptations to make (some of which, at 

time of writing, are still to be fi nalised by 

the European authorities), much of the new 

regime is already embedded in the corporate 

DNA of Irish-based (re)insurers.

The drop-off in captive numbers in recent 

years, predominantly a result of captives 

reaching the end of their cycle, M&A activity 

or parental decisions to stop using a captive 

altogether, has now turned around, and there 

has been a fl urry of activity recently both in 

licence extensions and new captive forma-

tions. Employee benefi ts are proving attrac-

tive to captive owners, and Dublin is seeing 

parent companies from industries such as the 

energy and pharmaceuticals sector increas-

ing captive use or setting up new operations. 

It is highly encouraging to see the knowledge 

and expertise of the industry, derived over 

the past 25 years, being recognised in the 

resurgence of captive growth in Ireland, and 

a fi tting start to the next phase of Dublin’s 

development as a centre of excellence. 

CENTRE OF 
EXCELLENCE 

Sarah Goddard, of the Dublin International Insurance & Management Association off ers an overview of the 
industry in Ireland

Written by
Sarah Goddard

Sarah Goddard is the CEO at DIMA, with overall 
responsibility for the leadership of the association. 
Sarah is a member of the IFSC Insurance Working 
Group and Ireland’s Solvency II Group. She sits on 
several industry-related groups and committees in 
Ireland and internationally, and speaks at confer-
ences and seminars around the world. She is ranked 
number 25 in the current global captive Power 50.
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T
he question has puzzled mar-

keteers for decades: after all, 

taking a strategic position for 

your product or service has 

commanded millions of euros 

from corporate budgets, and the debate of 

quality/quantity is alive and well in most 

board rooms.

The answer to this question, however, 

moves beyond the theoretical and affects 

employees, regulation, corporate perfor-

mance and branding equally. From Janu-

ary 2016, its regulatory definition – or lack 

thereof – will affect us much more visibly.

If you have read the different Sixth VAT 

Directive in full (and I believe that if you 

are working in a senior position within the 

insurance industry you should have), with 

all its amendments and different local 

interpretations on a country basis, you 

will see that all your outsourcing arrange-

ments and remuneration agreements, 

particularly when it comes to distribution 

and the broker channel, are affected by it.

How you qualify your insurance policy 

and the value-added services you demand 

from your distributors affects deeply 

how you should remunerate them to stay 

within the legal framework, and their own 

motivation and performance to deliver 

are directly effected by such arrange-

ments.

Regulators are divided in this regard, 

and while consumers could clearly see 

insurance as a product and a commodity, 

product designers, lawyers, regulators and 

the many people that contribute to create 

a marketable product for our industry will 

all have a variety of opinions, which will be 

as interesting as they are confusing. Add 

to the debate participants to the life and 

non-life industry and you could engage in 

a week of full-time intense expert discus-

sion without necessarily coming out with 

a common conclusion.

Ultimately, however, if regulation fails 

to take a clear position, each insurance 

company will have to assume one based 

on clarity of advice, enlightened briefing 

and first-class strategic intent.

It is not only VAT rules and liabilities 

that should concern us. The current 

asymmetry of implementation of the First 

Mediation Directive by the EU country 

membership has not prompted better 

enforcement, but rather new regulation, 

and we are at the doors of a new distri-

bution world: that of the Second Media-

tion Directive, the final draft of which is 

expected for the end of 2014, with ambi-

tious plans for it to become European Law 

by the summer of 2015, when all of us will 

be deeply engaged in the launch of fully 

fledged Solvency II standards. And yet, 

this simple but delicate question remains 

unanswered, or at least is answered incon-

sistently by all the stakeholders.

By January 2016, all insurers will be 

expected to understand and have credible 

plans to monitor, classify and, where nec-

essary, modify the quality of their distri-

bution. This is a particularly hard task for 

IS INSURANCE A 
PRODUCT OR A 

SERVICE?
Clelia Letona Rossi, of Greenval Insurance, explores the changing regulatory landscape facing the  

insurance industry and how firms can best meet these evolving demands 

Written by
Clelia Letona Rossi

“We will have to become much more demanding and 
precise and be ready to take a stand for our entities 
and for the industry where we work”
CLELIA LETONA ROSSI
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any entity that has international presence, 

which is the reality of most captive and 

quasi-captive insurance companies.

The mediation directive changes many 

commonly understood rules of the insur-

ance game: from the definition of con-

sumer, where we typically have had better 

protection as sellers of a complex product 

to expert customers, largely reduced in 

the current draft version; to sanctions, 

which could now become as large as 10% 

of company turnover; to personal liabil-

ity for breaches; to the scope of who we 

understand as a distributor or mediator. 

Aggregators and our participation within 

them, or ownership of them, will need a 

whole new assessment to remain within 

the boundaries of a new European legal 

framework.

Levels and basis of remuneration for 

distributors, the terms of distribution, 

whether you are now allowed to pay based 

on volume of sales alone, or whether new 

demands of service and evidence of ser-

vice will have to be met become serious 

issues.

Minimum competency standards will 

have to become much more harmonised, 

and recognition of European qualifica-

tions of our international staff will keep 

our HR departments occupied. 

Registration and identification of chan-

nels are not always recognised as media-

tion, including a much stricter regulation 

of packaged sales that will give our lawyers 

and compliance officers much longer 

airspace both at senior management and 

board levels.

Conflict of interest logs will lengthen 

and their content will be much more 

regulated than at any other time in our 

corporate history. Group org charts and 

directorships will have to be carefully 

addressed to ensure there is sufficient 

distance between conflicted businesses. 

Disclosures will not be sufficient to prove 

we are treating our customers fairly and 

we will have to think carefully of the 

operational cost of creating, maintaining 

and storing such evidence.

Our own D&O and PI insurance terms 

and conditions will have to suffer revi-

sions and careful editing to take into 

consideration our new responsibilities: 

it was never enough to have a cursory 

look at the aggregate limits, but this 

is the moment to request a copy of all 

terms and conditions, and start negotia-

tions on wording before standard terms 

and exclusions preclude us from much 

needed ad-hoc protection.

While taking a position that insurance 

is a hybrid product may leave partners in 

law firms at ease because their PI insur-

ance is unlikely to be effected by such 

answers. We will have to become much 

more demanding and precise and be 

ready to take a stand for our entities and 

for the industry where we work. 

Those of us working today in the non-

life industry may be much more at ease 

with the idea of insurance as a product 

and so would our distribution channels. 

But the life industry, with its longer 

term relationships, higher remunera-

tion schemes, complexity of product and 

social responsibility role, may want and 

even need a clear service classification 

within the law, either at the regulation or 

legal definition level.

For those of you who happen to belong 

to those rare groups that still allow a com-

posite insurer, or if you oversee a life and 

non-life group, the task is much harder 

and the standard and effort levels much 

higher.

MiFid regulation and its outsourcing 

standards, VAT regulation and mediation 

all meet in a single starting point of har-

monisation in a few months time.

So wherever you happen to work, if you 

read this article, please take time to read 

these three pieces of legislation the next 

time you are travelling. If you have three 

or four hours to spare while commuting 

or between airports, start reflecting on 

where you would position yourself if asked 

this question by your CFO, your marketing 

manager, your board or your regulator, on 

a per country, segment and product basis, 

and be prepared to make the necessary 

changes at all levels to clearly show where 

your business lies in this coming decade.

Above all, get involved in the debate, 

and don’t leave the consultation papers 

and industry responses to others because 

the final ensuing legislation is simply too 

important to ignore and the formation of 

its content too crucial to delegate. 

“Get involved in the debate, and don’t leave the 
consultation papers and industry responses to others 
because the final ensuing legislation is simply too 
important to ignore”
CLELIA LETONA ROSSI
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SERVICE DIRECTORY

AON INSURANCE MANAGERS (DUBLIN) LIMITED
Michael Spellman, Tel: +353 1 266 6045, email: michael.spellman@aon.ie
The Metropolitan Building, James Joyce Street, Dublin 1

Aon provides specialist consulting and outsourced services to insurance and reinsurance companies.

DELOITTE 
Glenn Gillard, Partner, Tel: +353 1 417 2200, email: ggillard@deloitte.ie
D&T House, Earlsfort Terrace, Dublin 2

Deloitte, one of Ireland’s leading business advisory firms, collaborates with public and private clients to provide audit, tax, 
consulting and corporate finance services across multiple industries. Our objective is to work with our clients, providing them 
with long term value, to help them succeed. With over 1,300 people in Ireland and over 200,000 people worldwide we are 
unified by a collaborative culture that fosters integrity, outstanding value and forward thinking.

DIMA (DUBLIN INTERNATIONAL INSURANCE & MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION LTD)
Helen Quinn, Tel: +353 1 775 9448, email: helen.quinn@dima.ie
Pavilion House, 31 / 32 Fitzwilliam Square, Dublin 2, Ireland

DIMA is the industry representative body for international insurance and reinsurance companies, insurance and reinsurance 
captives, and captive management companies established in Ireland, most of which are located in Dublin. DIMA was founded in 
1990 following the formation of the first international re/insurance captive in Ireland the previous year. DIMA now has more than 
60 members representing in excess of 200 re/insurance entities, and activities focus on representation, education and information.

www.aon.com/captives/
global/index.jsp

www.deloitte.ie

www.dima.ie

www.greenval-insurance.com

GREENVAL INSURANCE                                                               
Clelia Rossi, Tel: +353 1 645 6500, email: Clelia.rossi@greenval-insurance.ie 
2nd Floor Trinity Point, 10 - 11 Leinster street south Dublin 1 Ireland
Greenval Insurance Company Limited is a non-life insurance company specialising in fleet motor insurance.  Greenval 
is entitled to offer insurance solutions to all EU countries on the basis of FOS, regulated by the Central Bank of Ireland; 
Greenval is in operation since 2007. Greenval is dedicated to the customers of Arval Group, whom are a subsidiary of the 
BNP Paribas Group.

MARSH MANAGEMENT SERVICES (DUBLIN) LIMITED                                                 
Brian McDonagh, Tel: +353 1 605 3000, email: brian.mcdonagh@marsh.com, Floor 4, 25/28 Adelaide Road, Dublin 2. Ireland

Marsh Management Services (Dublin) Limited has been managing captives since 1989.  As one of the leading Dublin based 
Captive Managers, our professionals provide clients with a variety of services including insurance and accounting services, 
regulatory and treasury management.  We are dedicated to providing advice in relation to the establishment, licencing and 
operation of standalone Insurers/Reinsurers, Captive Insurers/Reinsurers, Life Companies, Risk Securitisations and SPV’s.  We 
have established relationships with the Regulatory and Government Authorities in Ireland and actively work with these entities 
to promote positive changes within the captive and overall insurance market within the domicile. 

WILLIAM FRY                                                 
John Larkin, Tel: +353 1 639 5000, email: john.larkin@williamfry.ie 
Fitzwilton House, Wilton Place, Dublin 2

Leading law firm William Fry has over 290 lawyers and tax professionals and approx. 400 staff. Our client-focused service 
combines technical excellence with commercial awareness and a practical, constructive approach to business issues. We advice 
leading domestic and international corporations, financial institutions and government organisations. We regularly act on 
complex, multi-jurisdictional transactions and commercial disputes. Strong client relationships and high quality advice are the 
hallmarks of our business.

PWC IRELAND                                                 
Garvan O’Neill, garvan.oneill@ie.pwc.com / Ciaran Kelly, ciaran.kelly@ie.pwc.com / Ronan Doyle, ronan.doyle@ie.pwc.com John O’Leary, john.
oleary@ie.pwc.com, Tel: +353 1 792 6000, One Spencer Dock, North Wall Quay, Dublin 1, Ireland

PwC Ireland’s specialist insurance consulting team includes over 120 dedicated professionals.  Linking in with our global 
insurance teams, our experts provide a wide range of services to domestic and international insurance organisations operating 
in Ireland.  PwC helps organisations and individuals create the value they’re looking for. We’re a network of firms in 157 countries 
with more than 184,000 people who are committed to delivering quality in assurance, tax and advisory services. Tell us what 
matters to you and find out more by visiting us at www.pwc.ie/insurance 

www.marsh.com

www.williamfry.ie

www.pwc.ie/insurance 

MATHESON                                                 
Darren Maher, Tel: +353 1 232 2398, email: darren.maher@matheson.com 
70 Sir John Rogerson’s Quay, Dublin 2, Ireland
Matheson’s primary focus is on serving the Irish legal needs of international companies and financial institutions doing business 
in and through Ireland. Our clients include over half of the Fortune 100 companies. We also advise 7 of the top 10 global 
technology brands and over half of the world’s 50 largest banks. We are headquartered in Dublin and also have offices in London, 
New York and Palo Alto. More than 600 people work across our four offices, including 75 partners and tax principals and over 
350 legal and tax professionals. 

www.matheson.com 
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